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AARON	DOUGLAS	

The	Judgment	Day, 1939 
 Medium	
oil on tempered hardboard 
Dimensions	
overall: 121.92 × 91.44 cm (48 × 36 in.) 
Credit	Line	
Patrons' Permanent Fund, The Avalon Fund 
Accession	Number	
2014.135.1 
Artists	/	Makers	
Aaron Douglas (artist) American, 1899 - 1979 
Image	Use	

OVERVIEW 
Aaron Douglas painted The	Judgment	Day	in 1939, more than a decade after creating the book illustration 
on which the painting is based. In 1927 Douglas had provided eight strikingly original illustrations for a 
collection of poems titled God’s	Trombones:	Seven	Negro	Sermons	in	Verse by James Weldon Johnson. 
Executed in a style that reflected the influence of German émigré Winold Reiss, Douglas’s artistic mentor, 
as well as the artist’s own study of African art and European modernism, the illustrations marked the 
advent of Douglas’s mature style. Over a period of several years, Douglas translated his original book 
illustrations into large oil paintings. The	Judgment	Day is the final painting in the series. 
At the center of the composition, a powerful black Gabriel stands astride earth and sea. With trumpet call, 
the archangel summons the living and the dead to judgment. Recasting both the biblical narrative and the 
visual vocabulary of art deco and cubism, Douglas created an image as racially impassioned as the 
sermons of the black preachers celebrated in God’s	Trombones. 
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AARON	DOUGLAS	

Into	Bondage, 1936 
 Not on View 
Medium	
oil on canvas 
Aaron Douglas (painter) American, 1899 - 1979 
Into	Bondage is a powerful depiction of enslaved Africans bound for the Americas. Shackled figures with 
their heads hung low walk solemnly toward slave ships on the horizon. Yet even in this grave image of 
oppression, there is hope. In a gesture foreshadowing freedom from slavery, a lone woman at left raises 
her bound hands, guiding the viewer's eye to the ships. The male figure in the center pauses on the slave 
block, his face turned toward a beam of light emanating from a lone star in the softly colored sky, possibly 
suggesting the North Star. The man's strong silhouette breaches the horizon line, communicating strength 
and optimism. Concentric circles—a motif frequently employed by Aaron Douglas to suggest sound, 
particularly African and African American song—radiate from a point on the horizon. 

In 1936, Douglas was commissioned to create a series of murals for the Texas Centennial Exposition in 
Dallas. Installed in the elegant entrance lobby of the Hall of Negro Life, his four paintings charted the 
journey of African Americans from slavery to the present. Considered a leader of the Harlem 
Renaissance, the cultural phenomenon that promoted African and African American culture as a source of 
pride and inspiration, Douglas was an inspiring choice for the project. 

The Hall of Negro Life, which opened on Juneteenth (June 19), a holiday celebrating the end of slavery, 
was visited by more than 400,000 fairgoers over the course of the five months that the Exposition was 
open to the public. This commemoration of abolition, and the mural cycle in particular, served as a critical 
acknowledgment of African American contribution to state and federal progress. Unfortunately, of the four 
original paintings only two, Into	Bondage and Aspiration (Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco), remain. 

  



 Aaron Douglas: The Creation 

   

  by James Weldon Johnson 

 And God stepped out on space, And he looked around and said: 

I'm lonely -- 

I'll make me a world.   And far as the eye of God could see 

Darkness covered everything, Blacker than a hundred midnights.  Down in a cypress swamp. 

Then God smiled, And the light broke,  And the darkness rolled up on one side, 

And the light stood shining on the other, And God said: That's good!  

Aaron Douglas, The Creation, 1935, oil on masonite, 48 x 36", Howard University Gallery of Art, 
Washington, D.C.  James Weldon Johnson: ‘The Creation’, God’s Trombones, The Viking Press, 1927. 

James Weldon Johnson (1871-1938) was an American author, politician, diplomat, critic, journalist, poet, 
anthologist, educator, lawyer, songwriter, and early civil rights activist.  

Words above by James Weldon Johnson are from God's Trombones: Seven Negro Sermons in Verse: 
Electronic Edition, seehttp://docsouth.unc.edu/southlit/johnson/johnson.html. © This work is the property 
of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. It may be used freely by individuals for research, teaching 
and personal use as long as this statement of availability is included in the text. 

 

 



 
Aaron Douglas, The Crucifixion (1927). Collection of Camille 0. and William H. Cosby.  

Aaron Douglas, often called the “Father of the Harlem Renaissance”, used his popular rendering of subdued colors 
and flat silhouettes in this painting from the late 1920s. He revolutionarily broke the traditional depiction of the 
Crucifixion scene and, instead of focusing primarily on Jesus, he made a black man the largest figure in the painting. 
The scale of the black man signified his importance, and his suffering overshadowed that of Jesus’. The black man 
pictured is Simon, who helped Jesus carry his cross in the New Testament. The black Simon helped Jesus with his 
burden, while the white Romans pierced the side of Jesus and scorned him.The theme of Simon’s strength and 
suffering, pictured here, eventually became a political and religious rallying point for African-Americans who 
believed that the white depiction of Jesus was insulting since the whites helped crucify him. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Prodigal Son, after 1927, Aaron Douglas (American, 1899–1979), oil on canvas.  

 
The Prodigal Son, after 1927, Aaron Douglas (American, 1899–1979), oil on canvas. J. Harwood and 
Louise B. Cochrane Fund for American Art 
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l My Airplane (c. 1970, Figure 11) th . 
} -us s d . 1 e Vlewer fi ds 

111 es de seate m a p ane next to h n in the u 
0ertrU er co-pi} Pper left c s' seer resurrection she would become th b . ot, Jesus. Tue artis be ~mer 
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11eY 11) White angels Wl red hair and bl k ens across urban 1 y 
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-111dY ce by Sister Gertrude are written in her h d g . ~ut the painting psal IS 
~ 011s . . . an wntin Sh , ms and 
ser[]1 I as arust and miss10nary declaring that "I g. e was very clear abo t 

roe th' ' guess m · u her . 1 ) ' represent some mg .... They get me 1· . y paintings spread th d· u1e . . a iVIng of e 
,1•or ' l ere ... I am a miss10nary of Christ b £ , course, and help out th . ·on 1 e ore I'm . e 
,111ss1 other artist. I work for the Lord. Now d ' an artist. Give all the fame 
10 some on t forget to give Him credit. ,,23 

Blessing the Sanctuary 

grows more sensitive or open to the experi 
i\S one d ences of the spiritual th . . 
' f pression having to o with sacred space becom . , e vanenes 
o ex . . e more prolific and varied Th 
utward signs of an act1V1ty or event can be easily misinterp t d . . . e 

o k h . 1 re e , especially if there 
. no way to ma e t at particu ar manifestation perma t Ph . 
is d h b nen . otography m the 
last one hundre years as ecome one of the most important d' . 

· b'l' • me mms not JUst 
because of its a i ity to more rapidly record and present an 1· b b . mage ut ecause of 
what would have been lost m the passing moment of that event . , expenence, or 
personal encounter. . 

Roland Freeman (b. 1936) has been a photographer who has spent his life ex
amining the visual profundities of spiritual ~anifestations. In his photograph of 
Drums in the Park ( c. 1970, Figure 12), he is the witness to a ceremonial event. On 
Sundays in Druid Hill Park, located in the center of Baltimore City in Maryland, 
drummers would gather during the 1970s from all over the region of Maryland, 
Washington, D.C., and Virginia. Th~y would drum, chant, and blow whistles all day, 
recalling the ancestral ceremonies of traditional times. Within the racial history of 
Baltimore this part of the park was off limits to African Americans who were limited 
to "colored only" sections. The photograph captures one of the few images of this 
sacred event when a formally disenfranchised community reclaims its rights to use 
the park on Sunday. While the "white folks" are in their church the black commu
nity holds an African-centered "church" in the center of the city's most sacred and 
precious site. 

S · • · d · tion continued to be tested paual compositions of more than ordmary consi era . 
b h .. · · began to emerge m the Y t e African American artist Alternative exhibiuon s1tes . 
1980 · . . . ts to test their potenual to create 

s. They provided unique opportumttes for artts . hibition site 
a sp· . 947) k a classroom m an ex 

intual site. Houston Conwill (b. 1 too Th k he created Easter 
of a 1 . G N York. e wor , 
Sh n ° d school, PS 1 m Long Island Ity, ew 

O 
. tual of the celebration of 

out ( 1982), sought to represent the Sunday-Easter ~y n use this day to laud and 
resurr . 24 African Amencans th 

ection in a black church context. . . the finest clothes with e 
revere th th dead by weanng . . . 

e God who has risen from e if they were maJesnc crowns, 
lllost e , . these hats as Xtraordmary hats. The women use 
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. f olor is much like that of a spring garden. Conwill's insta . and the profusion o c th walls floors and ceiling - including the be hllatiol\ · d d'rectly on e ' ' . nc e was pamte i . . . was made between the colorful swirling pattern ~ and 1 table No distmcuon . . apphed a tar · . 1 obiects effecting a thorough immersion into th' to 
th floor or the ceremoma ~ . IS rn e . After the exhibition was over, Conwill painted th 0st holy and Joyous event. 

e r0o . e of that moment would have been lost forever . tn 
white and the expenenc . h . \Vtthout . . f the camera and resulung photograp which captures th the mtervenuon o . 

e on1y record of the temporality of this sacred space. . Nature becomes the focus of considera~le thought amo~g artists of African ancestry as they become increasingly c~nsc~ous of a lost hentage and the need to reconnect and ground their art, making mto the contemporane~us realities confronting the role of the arts, religion, nature, and the commumty. The work of Maren Hassinger, a conceptual, non-object-oriented sculptor_ has been concerned with the issues of loss. The installation she made poses senous questions about human beings' relationships with nature, space, and spirituality. In Crown of Thurns (1988, Figure 13) she evokes through the construction of a natural twig and branch ceiling the confrontation of modernist and postmodernist concerns challenging the relationship of religion, technology, and nature. By bringing the tree twigs into an interior environment the natural materials contradict the centrality of the technology in which we are all forced to live. Crown of Thorns is Hassinger's philosophical and spiritual inquiry into the more subtle meaning evoked by the powerful and haunting shadows her installation creates in the space and its relationship to the narratives of the Bible. 
Purification, cleansing, baptism are all biblical topics that provide the artist of African descent with means to explore the options of transformation. Joyce J. Scott (b. 1948) is an artist originally from South Carolina, but in the Pentecostal Church in Baltimore, Scott heard stories of her deeply religious mother, Elizabeth Talford Scott, who is also an artist, and her experiences growing up with a father who was an ex-slave and later a sharecropper. 25 Since Scott came from a long line of ar~st-cr~tsm~n in her family, the work she began to create was mixed media in onentauon with an emphasis on the use of beads. In 1991 Scott was invited to create a site-specific work of art for the exhibition "Places with a Past" at the Charleston Spoleto Festival. 

The s~te she chose was Cannon Park, where she created an environmental sculpture entJ.tled ~'ve Been Sanctified (1991, Figures 14a and 14b). Four classical columns were created mto _a shrine to commemorate all the lost spirits of the ancestors ~er ~other spok~ of m the stories she told. Since the exhibit's theme was about sites with a past history Scott stru d' 
f the I ' ng a iverse glass-beaded screen from the tops 0 co umns to effect the ·n · f . 

s-tors Th ~ usion o a weepmg willow shedding tears for the lost anc~ th 
. ey are mourmng the loss of a lynched or crucified figure which hangs in e center. Across the base b • h 

fi fire, The artist h d h are. ng tly colored logs that are a metaphor or d as use t e symbolic £ . ally an spiritually with the wei . re erences of the Bible to play both visu . a sacred space of sorr ghtded burdens of religion, politics, and the aestheucs of ow an memory.26 
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fµ t . ry rakes on new meamng when an intell aJ . 

0 rdII1a 1 h' ectu genms of s1.1ch 

e"cra thenticity revea s 1s or her vision to the Id 1 
111e nd au b . Ell wor . n the case of 

. Jit)' a (1909-64), orn m oree, South Carolina h" 1:, I 

·(f!J1a ron . . , 1s ue ong work be-

0110 f1aJJ1P I ided stable m Washington, D.C. as early as th 19405 H 

ies ·k sec t di ' e . ampton 

t . a dil1 
' d when the Ian ord forced open the padlo k th 

11 111 g64 an H c to at garage he 

f d j11 J. ' Inside that s~ace ampton had collected the most ordinary of o~ 

d1~ ,t1t11Jled- bles chairs, hghtbulbs, cardboard. These he had wrapped ' th , .1 

1,-J~ · Id ca , . wt 101 

·ecis ,,...- o bled with glue, upholstery tacks, nails, and straight pins. In the ceiling 

J d 3sseiJ1 d one dozen 500-watt bulbs and when the lights were tu d th 

a11 lace , me on e 

11e 11,id ~ brilliance of Hampton s The Throne of the Third Heaven of the Nations ' 

as1011isl~111g General Assembly (1950-64, Figure 15) radiated from this quiet sacred 

1iru.m l · 21 

Mille,i, · . Iation and sec us1on. 
of iso ' . . k. . 

place learly Hampton s mtention to wor m pnvate. But his efforts were discov-

fr wasdc hared within his community as he built this Throne of awesome majesty. 

d an s . d d f 1950 · · · · 
ere h the Throne is ate rom -64, witnesses md1cate having seen its 

c ,en (houg 940 h H ki 
.c,, ent in the 1 s w en ampton was wor ng on the throne section which 

developrn · f h' · II · · 
me the centerpiece o 1s msta anon. Oteha Whitehead describes what 

)acer beca 
she experienced: 

1 was speechless. A cab driver brought me to the alley, saying there's some

thing here you really must see. Mr. Hampton opened the door and it was like 

the wings of Gabriel were beating in the extremely bright light. Mr. Hamp

ton showed me each piece, speaking of the millennium and Armageddon. 

''You rnay live to see it," he said. •~ou might be here when He comes again." 

Mr. Hampton was sleeping in that space, on a couch, with an electric burner 

for heat. Despite the poorness of the surroundings, I felt the presence of some 

unknown force. I returned to visit Mr. Hampton a dozen occasions. No one 

could sit on The Throne, but he would permit you to approach it on your 

knees. I knelt before the Mercy Seat and it was like praying before a great 

altar. 28 

The objects are arranged as a total environment complete with winged altars, 

crowns, and tableaux icons and symbols of what was to be a place of worship. Over 

!he center throne the words "FEAR NoT" are written and are a direct reference 

: . R~velation 1:17, "And when I saw Him, I fell at ·His feet as dead. And He laid 

Bi
18 

nght hand upon me saying, 'Fear not. ... ' " This is a phrase often used in the 

L bie When God appears before mortal humari beings (cf. Gen. 15:1; 1 Sam. 4:20; 

asu~;/13; John 12:15; Acts 27:24; Rev. 1:17). Hampton often referre~ to ~imself 

th · !ames" - one of the twelve disciples. The Throne is the mamfeSlation of 

e 0rdin 
h T f th 

lllat • ary that becomes extraordinary and sp~ctacular in the umi ity O e 

enaJs d 
· · · t d k 

space bu an the intensity of the power and light it tr~nsm1ts n_ot JUSt m o ~~ 

~obe t the path it reveals for the New Millennium. It 1s ~o moving that art cntic 

rtl-J 
f .. 

teliP'i ughes declared in 1976 that it "may well be the finest work o vis10nary 

o•Ous an 
produced by an American. "29 
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Dry Bones 

Spiritual Apprehension in August Wilson 5 

Joe Turner's Come and Gone 

SANDRA L. RICHARDS 

Thi~ ~ssay _foc~ses on Afr~Christian beliefs, as featured in playwright August Wil

son s 1magmat1ve re-working of the dry bones prophecy of Ezekiel, in the play Joe 

Turner's Come and Gone. 
1 The hero of the play, Herald Loomis, develops accord

ing to the Exodus theme of movement from oppression to freedom that is much 

beloved in African American religious and secular history. 2 Yet, August Wilson crafts 

a drama in which spiritual apprehension, identity, and the related categories of 

"Africa" and "America" are hybrid and historically contingent. Behind the Chris

tian values and imagery deployed by Wilson 's characters stand African gods who 

found an hospitable home in the ecstatic practices of the nineteenth-century evan

gelical movement known as the Great Awakening. Masking their identities, the gods 

merged and became the Holy Ghost, thereby insuring their survival in the hostile 

world of North American Protestantism. 3 

This reading is not predicated upon an assumption of mimetic authenticity; that 

is, one cannot interpret this text as an accurate mirror of African American reli

gious beliefs in the early years of the twentieth century, the period in which the 

play is set. Rather, August Wilson manipulates details that have their historical 

and contemporary analogs in offstage, non-literary life in order to suggest to his 

audiences new possibilities, emerging out of old realities. Critic Trudier Harris 's 

comments about Wilson 's treatment of African American folklore are equally true 

of his representation of African American spiritual belief: 

Wilson 's use of African American folk traditions approximates that of Henry 

Dumas and Toni Morrison. Certainly, he includes recognizable patte~ns of 

the lore in his dramas, but he is also about the business of expandmg -

within established patterns-what African American folklore means and what 

it does . . . he is as much a mythmaker as he is a reflector of the cultural strands 

of the lore he uses. 4 

Briefly stated, the plot of Joe Turner's Come and _Go~e centerths arouhndflHder~d 

Lo 
h' for his wife Mar a, w o e e 

omis. He has spent several years searc mg ' 
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rural South when Loomis was imprisoned on a chain gang. The year is 191} 
L • , d • h brought him and his young daughter to a Pittsb' and oom1s s wan enngs ave Urgh boardinghouse, where he encounters a variety of other roomers, who, like the th 

M. ti n seek employme t l 0
11-sands who moved north during the Great igra O ' n , ove, grea 

social and political mobility, or adventure. Prominent among the boarders is a ro ter 
doctor named Bynum. While Bynum is most easily identified with "magical" tra:~ 
tions emanatin~. from Africa, ~e also e~a~ts a black folk ir peasant understanding 
of Moses as a v1S1onary, herbahst, and d1vme spokesman. . 

Herald Loomis traces a path that in many respec_ts re_rhcates slave understand. 
ings of Christian "trabel." According to religious h1st0nan Mechal Sobel, blacks 
who first became Christianized in large numbers during the ?_reat Awakening 0~ 
the mid-eighteenth century, came to believe that through a VISlonary experience 
marked by dreams, trances, or supernatural voices, they travelled to the suprem~ 
god's dwelling place and came to know him in their hea~ts, thereby experiencing a 
rebirth. They then had to recount this experience to believers, undergo baptism
understood as a symbolic death and rebirth-and receive the blessing of church 
members, signified by a "laying on of hands" or an extension of the "right hand of 
fellowship." Blacks called this spiritual journey or cycle of crisis, vision, conversion, 
and affirmation "trabels" and: 

they recognized that they had been trabelin' a long hard way before they had 
ever gotten to the "starting place." In retrospect, after they became Christians, 
the new life in America was seen as "a hard Christian journey."6 

At the outset of the Wilson play, Herald Loomis is already engaged in "a hard 
Christian journey." He is seeking his wife Martha in order to have a "starting place 
in the world"; he undergoes a severe spiritual crisis, pronounces a prophetic vision, 
ultimately enacts that vision, and then leaves the safe space of the boardinghouse 
to test his newly found agency in the world of American racism.7 Three moments 
are integral to this "trabel": first, the dancing juba; second, Herald Loomis's crisis 
of consciousness; and third, his vision of dry bones. 

Boardinghouse owner Seth Holly invites the roomers to dance juba as a Sun
day afternoon recreation. A doggedly practical man, Seth is proud of his northern, 
freeborn heritage that separates him, so he claims, from southern, plantation cus
toms - a heritage which also predisposes him to aggressively pursue opportunities 
in contrast to his more superstitious, unsophisticated boarders. Given the juba's 
genealogy, Seth's initiating the dance is ironic. As entertainment, juba is southern 
in origin, for it was one of many secular dances like the pigeon wing, buck danc~, 
and buzzard lope that enslaved people synthesized from various African, ethnic 
traditions and danced for their own enjoyment as well as for the amusement of 
their masters. Further, juba is associated with blackface performance, for in the 
mid-1840s when minstrelsy was becoming codified as popular entertainment, o~e 
black man, William Henry Lane, was recognized as a dancer superior to all white 
competitors. His stage name was Master Juba.s By 19ll, the year in which this pla: 
is set, Lane's triumph would have been forgotten, but the distortion of black pe · 
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ance traditions, signified by the minstrel mask, would have remained surely as 

forrn S th' 'd 9 
thema to e s race pn e. 

aJ1 ana . . . 
secondly, the ~act that Seth routmely engages m this entertainment specifically 

Sunday evenmg alerts readers/spectators to another aspect ofjuba's genealogy. 

on a . 1 . . d . 
ced in a ore e to improvise , percussive rhythms, the juba is related to the ring 

pan · · 'bl bl k h h 10 An · · 
shout of the_ mvisi e ac c urc · 1865 descnptJon of the ring shout on the 

south Carolina Sea Islands captures the movement and energy typical of this form: 

... all stand in the middle of the floor, and when the "sperichiJ" is struck up, 

begin first walking and by-and-by shuffling around, one after the other, in a 

ring. The foot is hardly taken from the floor and the progression is mainly 

due to ajerking hitching motion, which agitates the entire shouter, and soon 

brings out streams of perspiration. Sometimes they dance siJently, sometimes 

as they shuffle they sing the chorus of the spirituaJ, and sometimes the song 

itself is also sung by the dancers. But more frequently a band, composed of 

some of the best singers and of tired shouters, stand at the side of the room 

to "base" the others, singing the body of the song and clapping their hands 

together or on the knees. Song and dance are alike extremely engergetic. ... 11 

In 1878 AME Bishop Daniel Payne complained about congregants' exuberant be

havior at a "bush meeting" or church service: "I told him [the pastor] that it was a 

heathenish way to worship and disgraceful to themselves, the race, and the Chris

tian name." To PaYJ]e's caustic assertion that nothing but the spirit of God could 

convert sinners, this pastor, less formally educated than Payne but knowledgeable 

about the beliefs of his rural parishioners, responded: "The Spirit of God works 

upon people in different ways. At camp-meeting there must be a ring here, a ring 

there, a ring over yonder, or sinners will not get converted."12 

Bishop Payne may be unwittingly signaling juba's genealogy through the use of 

the derogatory word "heathenish." Historian Sterling Stuckey has argued: 

Wherever in Africa the counterclockwise dance ceremony was performed -

it is called the ring shout in North America- the dancing and singing were 

directed to the ancestors and gods, the tempo and revolution of the circle 

quickening during the course of the movement. The ring in which Africans 

danced and sang is the key to understanding the means by which they achieved 

oneness in America. 13 

ndeed the circle ritual, particularly in its Kongo articulation of a spiritual sensibility, 

0 ntributed to transforming ethnic groups from present-day Nigeria, Benin, Togo, 

hana, and Sierra Leone into the race of Africans or blacks.14 Regardless of whether 

ey lived in the South or North of the United States (and of the Americas as 

Whole), slave dance was substantially similar in its use of the circle. As enslaved 

ricans and African Americans progressively came under Christianizing influences, 

. e memory of specific African gods was superseded by worship of a Western god 

in certain regions of the African diaspora. Indeed, as historians like Raboteau and 
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Sobel, among others, argue, in Protestant North Am~~ca danced prai~~ to African 
gods was replaced by ecstatic recognition of the ChnSnan_ Holy_ Ghost. 

But the character Seth and his wife Bertha demonSlrate m thetr Sunday entel"tai 
ment as well as in daily practices that even proud Northerners, who would disa n-

. · hCh"ti dAf" vow connections with slave mores, operate Withm bot ns an an ncan belief . . " b . b sys. terns. Seth denigrates his boarder Bynum _for en~ging m mun_i O Jum o" hecaUse 
Bynum sacrifices pigeons, prepares magical ponons, and advises lovelorn clients 
through mystical means. But despite Seth's scornful assessme_nts, Bertha notes, "You 
don't say nothing when he bless the house" and prompts this exchange: 

Seth: I just go along with that 'cause of you. You around here sprinkling salt all 
over the place ... got pennies lined up across the threshold• • • all that heebie 
jeebie stuff. I just put up with that 'cause of you. I don't pay that kind of stuff 
no mind. And you going down there to the church and wanna come home 
and sprinkle salt all over the place. 

Bertha: It don 't hurt none. I can't say if it help ... but it don't hurt none.16 

Bertah and Seth are fictional analogs of black people who, despite their pronounce
ments, have historically practiced folk customs that are African in origin, removed 
from their "fully intelligible theological and ritual contexts but still remembered."11 

Under the juba's propulsive call and response rhythms that are designed to alter 
participants' consciousness and under the invocations of the Holy Ghost, that is, 
under a spiritual practice that is both Christian and African, the central character 
of the play, Herald Loomis, is shocked into speaking in tongues. His glossolalia 
or undecipherable utterance can be interpreted as an instance where playwright 
August Wilson scrambles historical detail in order to suggest new possibilities. More 
accurately phrased, these possibilities appear new because African histories and 
ritual contexts have been forgotten. Loomis being struck by the spirit will be familiar 
to spectators who are knowledgeable about Afro-Baptist and Pentecostal practices. 
Within both traditions "getting happy" - to the extent that the body first stiffens 
and then moves in ways over which the person has little control- is the focal point 
of the religious service.18 Said to be "filled with the Holy Ghost," the worshipper 
enjoys a moment of private communication with the Christian divinity, which as 
other scholars have noted, is similar to trance in African practices.19 

Within Pentecostalism, the sign of the divinely favored, that is, of one who has 
been baptized by the Holy Ghost, is the ability to speak in tongues (cf. Acts 2:4). 
Thus, it would seem that Loomis is a Pentecostalist. Yet, his behavior immediately 
preceding this utterance is hardly representative of the moral rectitude that Pente
costals or any other Christians have typically demanded of their adherents. Briefly 
observing from the sidelines, Loomis interrupts the juba dancing and praising of 
the Holy Ghost to castigate the boarders. He shouts: 

What's so holy about the Holy Ghost? ... Why God got to be so big? Why he 
got to be bigger than me? How much big is there?20 
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h n Proceeds to unzip his pants. It is at th" • . 
d t e is ironic mom h 
Pe" ose himself as a challenge to divinity, that he be . ent, w ~n he threatens 

to e P around the kitchen. gms to speak m tongues and 

da11ce . . 1 
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and are able to stand, Loomis agonizes, "I got to stand up. I can 't lay here no more 

All the breath coming into my body and I got to stand up," and, "My legs won -~ 

stand up! My legs won't stand up!"22 

Loomis's vision encapsulates several different historical periods simultaneously. 

As several critics have already noted, its allusions to a watery death, renewal, and 

dispersal function as symbolic reference to the Middle Passage from Africa to 

the Americas. 
23 

Thus, it predates African exposure to Christianity. It also suggests 

African initiation rites in which a ritual bath or symbolic death and rebirth are part 

of the trials one undergoes in passing into greater responsibility, wisdom, and s~ 

cial identity within a given community. Yet, in its detail of people emerging from 

the water and congratulating each other ("They shaking hands and saying goodbye 

to each other and walking every whichaway down the road"), it also suggests mid

eighteenth century as well as contemporary, Christian baptism and extension of the 

"right hand of fellowship" that Sobel identifies as significant steps in the process of 

Christian "trabel" or Afro-Baptist belief.24 And, as this vision is enacted by Loomis, 

it looks forward to a return to Africa. Thus, it is a vision in which past, present, and 

future exist as one undifferentiated field. 

But at the moment of its initial articulation, Herald Loomis cannot rise from 

the boardinghouse floor. The messenger - as signified by the name "Herald" -

chosen to predict the redemption of black people from the ontological death of 

passage into slavery in the Americas, remains on the floor, trapped_ in a hell _s~pa

rated from God. In contrast to the Afro-Baptist, Pentecostal, or Holmess u:ad1t1ons 

where intense communication with the Spirit results in religious con~ersion °~ a 

re-affirmation of Christian belief, such does not obtain here. Unlik~ _m the mid-
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Wilson repeats but changes the familiar in order to carry spectato~ to the un
familiar. The new position to which the playwright would _trans~oi:t his characters 
and his audiences constitutes a direct rejection of the basic ChnStl_an tenet of the 
divinity of Jesus. Yet it is effected through the only tools these Afncan Americans 
have available, nam~ly through the language of ~hristiani~ deploy~d perfonna
tively in a manner that can be characterized as Afncan. That is, Loomis must IDO\'e 

to an upright position in which he can claim the power of his own vision. Hcl\t
ing been imprisoned on a chain gang for seven years and consequently having 
lost his family, he must regain a sense of his. indi~dual w~rth;" more specifically, 
he must come to terms with why Joe Turner 1mpnsoned him: He told me I was 
worthless .... Worthless is something you throw away ... • So I must got something he 
want. What I got?" Sensing his psychic disequilibrium, the roots doctor advises: 

Every nigger he catch he's looking for the one he can learn that song from. 
Now he's got you bound up to where you can't sing your own song .... But you 
still got it. You just forgot how to sing it. 26 

Once his wife Martha is found and brought to the boardinghouse, Loomis at
tempts to shift responsibility for his years of wandering onto Bynum, claiming that 
like everyone else, Bynum has sought to bind or constrain him. This time Bynum 
couches his spiritual pronouncement in less ambiguous terms: 

I bound the little girl to her mother. That's who I bound. You bin~ng yourself. 
You bound onto your song. All you got to do is stand up and sing it, Herald 
Loomis.27 

But undeterred by Bynum's challenge, Loomis brandishes a knife. Martha, who has 
added "Pentecost" to her name thereby signalling her status as a recipient of the 
divine "gift of tongues," that can heal (Acts 2: 1-21), recognizes this as a moment of 
intense spiritual crisis. Pleading with Loomis to embrace Jesus instead, she recites 
the twenty-third Psalm, in effect using the Bible as a pharmacopeic or conjuring 
text whose rhythmic incantation .has the potential to dispel the presence of the 
devil who threatens to engulf them all. 28 

Loomis, however, rejects this notion of an intercessor god. Seeing Christianity 
instead as the discursive mask of oppression, he charges: 

Great big ole white man . . . your Mr. Jesus Christ. Standing there with a whip 
in one hand and tote board in another, and them niggers swimming in a 
sea of cotton. And he counting .... Well, Jeremiah . . . what's the matter, you 
ain't picked but two hundred pounds of cotton today? Got to put you on half 
rations.29 

Loomis's Christian education as a deacon in the Abundant Life Church has taught 
him to understand present experience as a repetition and fulfillment of biblical his
tory; conversely, because past and present are interpenetrable chronological and 
spiritual categories, the present can undermine biblical apprehension. 30 Thus, it 
is no accident that Loomis refers to the prophet Jeremiah, who preached that 
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If, as Martha argues with Loomis, sacrificial blood (of Jesus) cleanses, then Loomis 

will bleed for himself. In slashing his chest and rubbing the blood on his face he 

discovers, " ... I'm standing. My legs stood up! I'm standing now! "34 ' 

In a literal_ sense, Herald L~omis has rejected the Christian god. As I have argued 

in a companion paper, Loomis has made sacrifice and thereby begun to claim his 

particular "song" or destiny. Like his patron god or "the god of his head," the orisa 

Ogun, he has successfully navigated passage through chaos to an African shore 

of agency. In struggling or "trabelin" towards agency, Loomis enacts a trajectory 

in which his dry bones vision ultimately no_t only looks back to a past history but 

also simultaneously forward to a return to Africa. Fictively, Loomis follows Edward 

Wilmot Blyden and anticipates Marcus Garvey, both of whom appropriated biblical 

discourses of Ethiopianism and Exodus for their political purposes. One must note, 

however, that though biblical language is deployed, the repetition is not exact, 

valuations are reconfigured in the process of repeating, and some different entity 

is produced. 

What are the implications of this play for current debates concerning religious or 

secular identity? First, W. E. B. Du Bois's concept of a warring or alienated "double

consciousness" does not obtain at the level of bodily practices, particularly for those 

ho do not aspire to a middle-class respectability as defined by a white mainstream.35 

ile Du Bois recognized in "the sorrow songs" traces of African origins, he and 

any other scholars who follow him fail to acknowledge the body as a critical site 

and producer of knowledge. That is, memory and values are sedimented into the 

body; often they are naturalized and rendered invisible to scrutiny so that they can 

be reproduced as habit-memory, about which we do not think but simply do. As 

Paul Connerton observes concerning collective memory: 

Every group, then, will entrust to bodily automatisms the values and categories 

which they are most anxious to conserve. They will know how well the paSt 

can be kept in mind by habitual memory sedimented in the body. 
36 
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Hot Buttered Soulful Tunes 
and Cold Icy Passionate Truths 

The Hermeneutics of Biblical Interpolation 
in R & B (Rhythm & Blues) 

CHERYL KIRK-DUGGAN 

Rhythms running, 
Bumping against a soulful wailing; 
Blues, signifying the reality: 
Folks in the bottoms 
Of power; 
Economic stability, 
Experienced dignity; 
Lived Jim Crow 
Beyond the realm of decency. 

Rhythms jumping 
In people's hearts. 
Thousands stolen 
Sold like new potatoes. 
Moving and grooving, 
Rhythmic, bluesy spirits, 
Deep in the marrow of God's people, 
R&B: hybrid ecstasy. 
God doing Divine things 
God's children 
Laughing, dancing, making love, together. 

© Cheryl Kirk-Duggan 2000 

Rhythm & Blues (R&B) is a collage of African American music that emerged in the 
1940s from the legacy of the Spirituals, Blues, Gospels, andjazz.1 The name Rhythm 
& Blues,2 was a marketing concept, coined by Billboard magazine,3 to replace the po
litically incorrect term "race music." R&B crested and evolved into rock 'n' roll in the 
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A Glimpse into Performance Hermeneutics 

While performers engage in ritual communication, the R&B/Soul singers in this 
study actually embody and embrace the music, whether they ~ctually c?mposed the 
lyrics and music or not. These musicians come out of the African musical tradition 
that survived Middle Passage, and are deeply roote_d in the cultur~ of black per
formance in America. This aesthetic, spiritual, emouonal, and physical experience 
engages the so-called sacred and secular and a historical tradition where there are 
no separate words for performance as an art form, where the performers are not 
separate from the audience. This kind of hermeneutics of communication emerges 
out of the practice of "musicking." Musicking is the practice of creating music.' 
Musicking practices of Afrocentric communities experience the interrelatedness of 
life. Just as being a musician in Africa is not merely an occupation, music is con
summately a celebration of life, at once honoring and sometimes consecrating the 
communal, the religious, the biblical, the theological. 

The incarnation of the theological arises in the spirituality, creativity, and sacral
ity within music making that affords overcoming, discovery, and transformation. 
Music evokes a strong response, for it has a much richer, more profound vocabu
lary than just the words alone for communicating, teaching, and conveying physical 
and emotional realities.8 Many genres of black music are never simply just entertain
ment, but a ritual and liturgy of a collective black folk aesthetic. Some black music 
imitates life and represents and remakes reality, as art becomes life.9 In the process, 
both the music and language become social institutions, using particular kinds of 
speech, metaphors, synonyms, repetitions, with blackness as an inner, organizing 
principle, creating a black aesthetic. Central to this black aesthetic is the music and 
myriads of language games.10 

Music, dual texts of lyrics and melodies, serves humanity as it helps to build 
internal and external relationships. Musicking, then, is a living process, that helps 
us to engage and fully embody the process of music making. The depth of the 
music making is so profound and the impact of the musicking of the songs can 
be so transformative, that the original authorship of the song may not be at stake. 
The performers so immerse themselves in the music, until the music becomes their 
own. Because the musicians in this study began their musical careers in the church 
during a time when children in black congregations had a great familiarity with 
Scripture, it is not a stretch to hear the biblical themes in their soulful R&B tunes. 
This level of onus around music, steeped in historic African tradition, undergirds 
the tradition of all black musicking, including R&B. 

A History of R&B in Brief 

R&B inc~udes numerous forms of African American popular music: blues, jazz, big 
band swmg, gospel, black pop, soul, black rock 'n' roll funk disco intensified 
with modern techn~logy of the electric bass guitar. R&B v~cabul~ry em~races black 
sounds and express10ns that fostered a national experience of an African American 
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female impotenc~ an incompe~ence, as m Cham of Fools." In these two songs, 

she echoes the wisdom of Ecclesiastes and takes exception to some tenets of Prov

erbs regarding what defines a "virtuous woman. "27 Like James Brown and numerous 

Motown luminaries, Franklin was a civil rights activist.28 Indeed, Franklin 's music, 

especially "Respect," w~ a catalyst for 1960s activism-civil rights, women's rights. 

Set in a praise, march-hke upbeat tempo of two, Otis Redding's "Respect"29 blends 

the sensual and sexual with the ethical. With a sense of covenantal commitment, the 

singer evokes the Golden Rule30 in calling for respect and her "propers," here a play 

on being treated properly and on being properly loved sexually. The implication of 

"ask and you shall receive," bears out the tenor of the prayers of confidence in the 

Psalms. 31 The reference to the sweetness of honey echoes the sensuousness and sex

ual discourse of the Song of Songs. 32 The call for respect is an invitation to live from 

a relational context of mutuality, covenant, sensuality, sexuality, and responsibility. 

This signature song evokes universal passion, as it is "an intuitive feminist outcry, a 

sexual statement, and an announcement of dignity."33 Franklin's music brought a 

new earthy, powerful, raw sound to the airwaves, especially after she left Columbia 

Records and moved to Atlantic. 

Franklin sings with honest soul, and communicates what she feels. Soul singers 

like Franklin know the ability of repetition to help bond community, binding audi

ence with artist, particularly as she adapts the moves and gestures of black homiletics 

and Gospel revues into invigorating show business liturgy and ritual. As such, she 

:alls everyone to get ready and to get on board, and be prepared for the liberative 

Journey for the Israelites penned within the Book of Exodus: 

"PEOPLE GET REAf>y'' 

(Curtis Mayfield) 34 

People get ready 

There's a train comin' 

Don't need no baggage 

You just get on board 

All we need is faith 

To hear the diesel's humming 

Don't need no ticke t 

We '11 just thank the Lord. 
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People get ready 
for the train to Jordan 
It's pick.in' up passengers 
from coast to coast. 
Faith is the key, 
open the doors and borders 
That's all ... among his love and though 
I believe, I believe 
I believe, I do believe. 

There ain't no room for the hopeless sinner 
Have pity on those 
whose chances grow thinner. 
There's no hidin' place 
against the kingdom's throne. 

Cheryl Kirk-Du~ 
°"an 

Franklin's treatment of Mayfield's ''People Get Ready" invites the community to 
practice faith, as they "don't need no baggage,just get on board, [for] all we need 
is faith." "Thank[ing] the Lord" is sufficient for passage, for one "needs no ticket." This call for faith is a call for hope, for no one needs to be a "hopeless sinner." One 
need not stand in judgment, but "Have pity on those whose chances grow thinner." Franklin's interpretation of "Respect" and "People Get Ready" extol the biblical 
issues of ethical behavior, of reciprocity as justice, and the gift of liberation in the 
relational context of mutuality, covenant, sensuality, sexuality, and responsibility. 
Faith in these contexts creates stability and power and pushes one to realize the 
import of intimacy with the Divine and humanity. 

As Franklin sings Paul Simon and Charing Cross's "Bridge Over Troubled 
Water,"35 a psalm of supplication, and Curtis Mayfield's invitational hymn, "People 
Get Ready," biblical tradition and sentiment are reflected rather dramatically. 
"When you're down, ... and see yourself on the street. ... I'll be there for you," like 
Psalm 23, is a song of confidence that revels in divine protection. The Bridge sym
bolizes the stability and power of faith; troubled waters serves as a metaphor for the 
trials of human existence. The God of this song quiets the storm and hushes the 
sea. Indeed the protagonist can "lay me down" in peace, trusting that the Divine is 
present. When Franklin sings about "The Bridge," one can sense that God is a refuge 
and strength. Thus, there is no need to fear troubled waters. This prayerful chant 
allows one to draw parallels between a "troubled" spring or fountain and a righteous 
person who falls to wickedness. One does not have to be troubled or get into trou
ble because of present circumstances, which allows for interesting transformations 
that occur in and around water. 

Franklin's bluesy wailing about the water connotes an opportunity for change 
and justice, just as Jonah embodies the personification of troubled waters. After 
Jonah confesses, his compatriots throw him into the sea. God summons a great fish 
to swallow him. Jonah prays a psalm of thanksgiving and is vomited out upon drY 
land. The electric bass and piano accompaniments depict ripples and slow moving, 
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"A CHANGE IS GoNNA COME" 

(Sam Cooke) [Redacted]36 

I 

I was born by the river 
In a little tent 
And just like the river 
I've been runnin; ever since 
He said it's been a long time corning 
But I know my change is gonna come 

Oh, yes! 

He said it's been too hard living 
But I'm afraid to die; 
I might not, if I knew what's out there 

Beyond the sky . 
It's been a long, long time commg 
But I know my change is gotta come 

Oh, yes. 

I went I went to my brother 
And I ~ked him brother, could you help me please 

He said good sister, 
I'd like to but I'IJJ. not able 
And when I looked around 

bended knees I was right back down on my 
Yes, I was. 

There 's been times I thought, 1 th0ught 

I wouldn't last for long . 
. h w I believe But somehow now, ng t no ' 

I'm able to carry on 
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I tell you, it's been a long uphill journey 
All the way 
And I know, I know, I know, I know, I know 
A change gonna come. 

Cheryl Kirk-Duggan, 

Sometimes I have to cry all night long, yes I did 
Sometimes I had to give up what I knew was wrong 

Been an uphill journey 
It's been long, every step of the way 
It's been real long 
I believe, I believe 
My change is coming. 

The song builds on the Exodus motif, especially the Promised Land and Wilder
ness scenarios.37 The writer experiences a faith crisis. As Franklin sings this song, 
one can sense that Moses knows fear and Zipporah, his wife, rescues him. The 
singer's "uphill journey" parallels Moses' experiences of the plagues, the wilderness 
crises and the breaking of the covenant. This angst probably causes the singer and 
Moses to cry out, perhaps "all night long." Varying increments of change occur. 
After the Israelites break the covenant, Moses bargains with Yahweh, and Yahweh 
repents for the evil that Yahweh had planned to do to them. Yahweh spares the 
disparagers, but vows they will not see the Promised Land, because of their unfaith
fulness. Franklin's embodiment of Cooke's wilderness and wandering story ends on 
a more optimistic note. Amid the wilderness of an Exodus experience, one presses 
up against life and death, angst, the dynamics of covenant, and theological and 
ethical choices and reaping the consequences of his/her actions. 

Written by Franklin's sister, Carolyn, "Ain't No Way" is a litany that signifies the 
complexity of love. Franklin's rendition is at once a prayer for change and a song 
that evokes intimacy. This song outlines a woman's place and what she must give, 
for "I know that a woman's duty is to have and love a man." 

"AIN'T No WAY' 
(Carolyn Franklin) 38 

Ain't no way, for me to love you 
If you won't let me. 

It ain't no way for me to give you all you need 
If you won't let me give all of me. 

I know that a woman's duty 
Is to have and love a man 
And that's the way it was planned. 
Oh, but how can I, how can I 
Give you all the things I can 
If you're tying both of my hands. 
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j11vigorates finds great value in instilling the possibility for change.74 Because God 

fbe gro~~rnanity in faith, they have the option to embody faith, be truthful, and 

created e The God espoused by Earth, Wind & Fire is ever present, but this im

shaf~ lovd~es not preclude or diminish human free will. When one does evil, one 
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c derstanding, growth, freedom, and salvation. Through God, one has access to 

to ~asting love, blessing, and the possibility for building community and blessing 

e:ers in love. As God's children, each of us embodies a light, a spirit that illumi

:ates the light of God. Biblical texts significantly shape music by Earth, Wind & Fire 

because they take the biblical texts seriously. 

A Concluding Summary: Taking Care of Textual Business 

In venturing into the depths of the history of R&B and selected works by three 

groups of artists, I employed a Womanist hermeneutics of tempered cynicism, cre

ativity, courage, commitment, candor, curiosity, and the comedic. This methodology 

leads to new discoveries, new patterns, and expanded readings of familiar texts. I 

pressed the methodology, rereading the singers' /artists' background, and listening 

to the music until I was existent with the performers. The writing itself became per

f~rmance, embodying laughing and dancing with God and singing and listening 

WI~ the artists as prayerful discovery. Audiences of popular music listen to their fa

vontes hundreds of times, so that they can sing along with the recording. The music 

becomes part of their memory - internalized, embodied, sacred. As I listened to 

lh~se perfonners and their songs I was no longer seeking biblical allusions: the 
scnptura} . ' . . 
of . messages Joyously and painfully erupted, becoming a promment feature 

1 ~e dialogical performance. I pose a prolegomena of a Womanist biblical theo
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ell}bo ~a ing of selected R&B music. Only with the hearing, the reading, and the 

dying does one fully encounter these rich texts. The songs of Aretha Franklin, 
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Marvin Gaye, and Earth, Wind & Fire are "Hot Buttered Soulful Tunes anct 

Passionate Truths." Their works are passionate about the Divine, about li£ Coict Icy 
living - embracing the continuum for God, passionate sensual, sexual I e, about 

· d · d · d ove f o human being, about economics, estructlon, an grautu e. r a 

Within the great diversity and beauty of the _songs I analyzed, their Ion . 

emerges in their powerful recordings, the mystical that occurs when th geVJty 

lives in performance. These rich texts incorporate the following biblical ~ lllUsic 

ical themes, in celebrating life as gift: Faith: Context for Life; The Centr e_olog. 

God; Love: Blessing and Curse; Mysterious Nature of Life; Life as Covenan~hty of 

tionships; Life: Spiritual, Sensual, Sacred Oneness; Cost of Betrayal; Evil: Pr R.eia. 

Force; Idolatry: Lived Focus Away from God; Salvation: Holistic Gift of Go~lent 

chatology: Tension between Life and Death; Peace: Gift of Serenity in Persons' ts. 
Communities; and Stewardship: Response of a Faithful Life. All of these musicia

nd 

began as performers in black churches; thus, their religio-spiritual focus is stee ans 
. Ch . . . d . b'bl' al ped m nsuamty an m 1 1c texts. 

Hot, buttered Soulfaith 
Cold, icy, passionate Truths 
Teach, preach, inspire 
Live Love, and I.et live. 

© Cheryl Kirk-Duggan 2000 

(Warner Prothers Publications granted the project permission to use lyrics from four 

of the songs performed by Aretha Franklin. Due to copyright issues and exorbitant 

permission fees from the other artists' representation, the other full texts analyzed 

for this essay are not included within the body of the essay. Though this reality is 

unfortunate, one can fully grasp the power of hot buttered soul and cold icy truths in 

these works only while experiencing either a live performance or a high quality sound 

recording or compact disc.) 
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